Summary

The clinical neurophysiology of epilepsy has recently witnessed several interesting new developments such as the discovery of high frequency oscillations, the use of MEG virtual sensors, and graph theoretical approaches to epileptic brain networks. This short review introduces the reader into some of the basic concepts of modern network theory and their application to brain networks. Epilepsy is shown to be characterized by two changes in network organization: (i) a shift from global to local connectivity (hyperregular networks), in the interictal as well as the ictal state; (ii) the presence of local pathological hubs in the vicinity of the actual epileptic focus. The pathological hub is suggested to be the gatekeeper between local and global brain networks, and could be an interesting target for improved diagnosis and selection of surgical targets in epilepsy surgery. Finally, network concepts may be helpful as biomarkers of chronic global brain damage and cognitive dysfunction in epilepsy.
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Epilepsy: Was wir von modernen Netzwerktheorien lernen können

Die klinische Neurophysiologie der Epilepsie hat in jüngster Zeit einige interessante neue Entwicklungen erlebt, zum Beispiel die Entdeckung von Hochfrequenzschaltstellen, die Anwendung virtueller MEG-Sensoren und die graphentheoretische Annäherung an epileptische Hirnnetzwerke. Diese kurze Übersicht bietet eine Einführung in einige grundlegende Konzepte der modernen Netzwerktheorie und ihre Anwendung bei Hirnnetzwerken. Kennzeichnend für die Epilepsie sind zwei Änderungen der Netzwerkorganisation: (i) eine Verschiebung von der globalen hin zur lokalen Konnektivität (hyperreguläre Netzwerke) sowohl in der iktalen als auch in der interiktalen Phase; (ii) das Vorliegen lokaler pathologischer Schaltstellen in der Nähe des eigentlichen epileptischen Herds. Die pathologi-}

*Based upon a Dutch text for the Biemond course on epilepsy and sleep disturbances.
Introduction

Use of neurophysiological techniques in epilepsy has recently been supplemented with other techniques such as genetic investigations and advanced imaging with PET, structural and functional MRI. The field of neurophysiology itself has also witnessed a number of interesting new developments that increase our understanding of the pathophysiology, and also open up new perspectives to improve diagnosis. Three examples of such developments are (i) the discovery of “high frequency oscillations”, in particular “fast spindles” (oscillations of 250 - 500 Hz) that are increasingly considered to be specific markers of the epileptic focus [1]; (ii) use of MEG and so-called virtual sensors to detect epileptiform activity in deep brain structures such as the hippocampus [2]; (iii) the idea that epilepsy can be viewed as a network disorder of the brain, where local and global changes in structural and functional networks all play a role in the spreading of seizure activity through the brain and the development of cognitive disturbances [3]. The aim of this contribution is to provide a better understanding in particular of the last development: brain network concepts in epilepsy. As will become clear the other two new developments will also be addressed briefly. The first question however is what is so special about brain networks, and why would this be relevant for epilepsy?

Brain networks

Ramon Y. Cajal was probably the first investigator who showed convincingly that our brain is a complex network of interconnected neurons. The human brain consists of approximately $10^{10}$ neurons, and each neuron has about $10^4$ connections with other neurons. This complex network is ordered hierarchically, from individual neurons, micro- and macrocolumns in the cortex, all the way up to Brodmann areas, brain lobes and hemispheres. Neurological thinking assumes that the hierarchical organization and topological differentiation are closely related to function: we have “regions” for sensory and motor function, hearing, vision, language and so on. In this approach the network character of the brain is not yet fully clear, with the exception of a number of disconnection syndromes. Neurological diagnosis was and still is, to an important extent, based upon localization supported by neurological and ancillary (usually imaging-based) investigations. This is now starting to change due to new insights from the theory of complex networks [4].

Modern network theory is a multidisciplinary field of research with contributions from mathematics, physics, sociology and biology, among others. Around the turn of the century there have been a few important developments such as the discovery of “small-world” and “scale-free” networks [5, 6]. In a small-world network there is an optimal balance between local communication and global integration of information processing [7]. Scale-free networks are characterized by so-called “hubs”: network nodes with many more connections than other network nodes, and a central role in efficient communication in the network. It has now become clear that the central nervous system in animals as well as humans displays the typical characteristics of both small-world as well as scale-free networks. This is equally true for structural as well as functional networks. This optimal organization of brain networks has a strong genetic basis, and is associated with cognitive function. By now various large-scale research projects have started to obtain a complete description of the human “connectome” (a complete map of the human brain network, analogous to that of the genome). There is now increasing evidence that changes in the human connectome may play a crucial role in various neurological and psychiatric disorders such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease, multiple sclerosis, traumatic brain injury and schizophrenia. It is remarkable that the nature of the network changes in all these different disorders shows some striking resemblances. In all of these disorders there is evidence of involvement of the most central “hub” areas of the brain, in particular the so-called default mode network [8]. In this context it is interesting to know which network changes have been found in epilepsy and how they fit into this pattern. In addition, it is important to understand what could be the clinical relevance of these findings.

Ictal network changes

The idea that network organization might affect the flow of information on networks was already suggested in the pioneer studies of Watts and Strogatz and Barabasi and Albert [5, 6]. Only a few years later model studies with simulated neural networks suggested that abnormal network organization could lower the threshold for the spreading of seizure activity through a neural network [9]. One study showed that hub nodes might be of special importance in facilitating seizure spread [10].

The relevance of network organization for epileptic seizures in humans was first demonstrated in 2007 [11]. In this study in patients who were implanted with intracerebral electrodes in the workup for epilepsy surgery, the organization of the network, derived from correlations between EEG signals of different brain regions, changed from a small-world network in the interictal state to an abnormally regular network during and shortly after the seizure. An epileptic seizure is apparently characterized by a rather outspoken, temporal change in organization of functional brain networks, in which the normal balance between local and global connectivity is lost. This pattern of a temporary “hyper-regular” structure of functional brain networks during an epileptic seizure has now been confirmed in a
number of studies with intracranial recordings [12, 13]. This pattern can even be observed with routine scalp recorded EEG during absence seizures [14]. Ictal hyperregularity has been found in focal as well as generalized epilepsy. The question is whether network changes can already be detected before seizure onset, in the preictal state. Such interictal network changes could be interesting from the point of view of diagnosis, focus localization or, eventually, seizure prediction.

**Interictal network changes**

The first assumption was that the interictal network might have an abnormally random structure [11]. This hypothesis was based upon two considerations: (i) it was known from network theory that random networks have a lower threshold for spreading synchronous activity through the system; (ii) epilepsy is often a reflection of local or global damage to the brain, and such damage is often associated with a transition of the normal small-world organization (with an optimal balance between local and global connectivity) to a pathological random organization. Although some early studies appeared to give support for this apparently plausible hypothesis [15], it has become increasingly clear that the opposite hypothesis may actually be closer to the truth. In a study in an animal model of focal epilepsy it was shown that the interictal network was also abnormally regular (like the ictal network, but to a somewhat lesser extent. Connectivity was increased near the epileptic focus, and decreased globally over long distances [16]. This interictal hyperregularity has been found in patients with various neuroimaging techniques [17]. Notably, abnormalities have been observed not only in functional networks, based upon EEG and functional MRI, but also in structural brain networks using structural MRI (tractography; cortical thickness networks) [18]. A recent metaanalysis of studies on functional and structural brain networks in epilepsy confirmed that this pattern of increased local connectivity and decreased global connectivity is very likely [19]. This raises the question how epileptic seizures can spread in a brain network where global integration is actually decreased. To be able to understand this paradox it is necessary to reconsider the role of the previously mentioned “hub” areas [10].

A better understanding of the role of hubs in epilepsy has been obtained mainly from intracranial recordings in the workup for epilepsy surgery. In studies with electrode grids or depth electrodes it was noticed that there were often some electrodes that could be characterized as hubs, for instance because their activity was abnormally synchronized with the activity at other electrodes [20]. Outcome of epilepsy surgery was more favourable if the hub areas were included in the resection area and less favourable when they were not included [21, 22]. On the basis of this type of observations it was assumed that hubs might somehow be involved in the spreading of seizure activity.

**The focus in the network (HFOs and hubs)**

This raises the question what the relationship between these pathological hubs on the one hand, and the actual epileptic focus on the other hand might be. In the mean time it has become clear that the epileptic focus, or more strictly the irritative zone, constitutes an area that is responsible for (i) the classic epileptiform abnormalities (spikes, spike wave complexes); but also (ii) extremely fast, abnormal oscillations in epileptogenic tissue [1]. These fast oscillations are referred to as “high frequency oscillations” or HFOs. In particular the fast variant, the “fast spindles” (250 - 500 Hz) is strongly associated with epileptogenic tissue. HFOs can be recorded with depth electrodes, but recently it has been shown that HFOs can also be demonstrated with non invasive MEG virtual sensors [2]. HFOs are found mainly in the vicinity of the classic epileptiform discharges. What is the relation between the focus with spikes and HFOs on the one hand, and the pathological hubs on the other hand? Remarkably, there is evidence that the focus and the pathological hub do not coincide. In fact, the presence of HFOs and typical hub features is even anticorrelated, at least at relatively short distances [23, 24]. Even so it is known that both the removal of the actual epileptic focus, as well as removal of the pathological hub areas, have a favourable effect on epilepsy surgery outcome. Before considering a possible explanation of this paradox, it is worthwhile to devote some attention to global network changes in epilepsy.

**Global network changes in epilepsy**

As discussed above there are many indications that epilepsy is characterized by changes in global brain networks [3, 25]. These changes consist of an increase of local connectivity, a decrease of global integration, and damage to, or a dysfunction of physiological hubs, in particular in the so-called default mode network. These global changes concern structural as well as functional brain networks. It is important to note that these global network changes are associated in particular with long-standing, chronic epilepsy [26]. In addition there are indications that global network changes are associated with, or may even be responsible for cognitive disturbances in patients with epilepsy [27, 28]. In this respect epilepsy shows some remarkable similarities to other chronic neurological conditions such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease, multiple sclerosis and brain tumors, where cognitive dysfunction is associated with a loss of integration and damage to the default mode network [4]. Possibly the global brain network changes are caused by damage due to repetitive hyperactiva-
A focal - local - global model of epilepsy

Is it possible to integrate the classic concept of epilepsy as activity that arises in a hyperexcitable focus with the newer ideas about the role of networks? The relationship can perhaps be understood with a simple scheme in which three levels are considered in relation to each other (Figure 1).

The most basic level is the classic epileptic focus, a circumscribed area with a disturbed balance between excitation and inhibition. This focus generates abnormal activity in the form of epileptiform abnormalities and HFOs, in particular fast ripples. This activity can be detected in some of the patients with neurophysiologic techniques, invasive or non invasive, and possibly also with newer techniques such as MEG virtual sensors. The second level is the local epileptogenic network. This is a circumscribed network, that will include the actual epileptic focus, and will be limited to (part of) a lobe, or an area involving two nearby lobes. It is important to realize that under normal conditions the epileptic focus is surrounded by a “ring” of inhibition, preventing the spreading of epileptic activity to the rest of the local network and the start of a seizure. The local network is thus important for inhibiting the epileptic focus, but it is also the first brain area that gets involved if seizure activity breaks through the inhibitory ring and starts to spread. The highest level in the scheme is formed by the rest of the global brain network. There are indications that pathological hubs are located at the border between the local and the global network [30]. Normally, these pathological hubs are not excessively activated (the epileptic focus is surrounded by an inhibitory ring, and cannot communicate directly with the pathological hub). However, when the inhibition breaks down, seizure activity can spread through the local network and reach the pathological hub, and spread rapidly through the global network from here, giving rise to a generalized seizure. If this happens repeatedly, chronic damage in the global network may result, with loss of integration and cognitive disturbances.

For now, this three-layer model of epilepsy (focal-local-global) is only a hypothesis. However, there are

---

Figure 1: A focal-local-global model of epilepsy
a few clinically relevant aspects. The model could be of interest from the point of view of diagnosis, (surgical) treatment, and prognosis. From a diagnostic perspective it is interesting to note that the pathological hubs will not be characterized by epileptiform activity or HFOs, but by abnormal hypersynchronization or hyper connectivity. These hub phenomena can be detected with neurophysiologic techniques such as MEG and invasive or non-invasive EEG [31]. This suggests that even in EEGs without epileptiform abnormalities it may be possible to demonstrate changes that are suggestive of pathological hubs [32]. This could support a diagnosis of epilepsy. In two recent studies it has been shown that this is indeed possible in routine interictal EEGs in adults or children suspected of epilepsy [31, 32]. Furthermore, even though the epileptic focus and the pathological hub do not coincide, it is quite likely they are located in the same area, probably the same lobe, and very likely the same hemisphere. Detection of pathological hubs could therefore, even in the absence of epileptiform abnormalities, contribute to lateralization and localization of the epileptic area. In the context of epilepsy surgery the focal-local-global model is of interest since it makes clear what has to be removed at a minimum to abort the epileptic seizures (this is in fact a definition of the epileptogenic zone): according to the model removal of the pathological hub, and/or the connections between the hub and the focus, should also result in a decrease or disappearance of generalized seizures. This is important when the focus itself is located in or near eloquent cortex and cannot be removed safely. Finally, global network changes can be useful as a marker for brain damage due to chronic epilepsy, and the corresponding cognitive deficits [27, 28]. A better understanding of the chronic global effects of epilepsy could point the way toward more effective treatments directed at prevention of global brain damage [33].
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